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It is Toyota's longest running series of models and the second longest-running SUV in
production behind the Chevrolet Suburban. Production of the first generation of the Land
Cruiser began in [2] as Toyota's version of a Jeep -like vehicle. The Land Cruiser's reliability
and longevity have led to huge popularity, especially in Australia , where it is the best-selling
body-on-frame , four-wheel drive vehicle. As of [update] , the Land Cruiser J is available in many
markets. The Land Cruiser is also hugely popular in Africa, where it is used by farmers, NGO's,
UN and humanitarian organizations, by national armies often the pickup version as well as by
irregular armed groups who turn them into ' technicals ' by mounting machine guns in the rear.
The Japanese military authorities ordered Toyota to produce a similar vehicle but to alter the
appearance. Later in , the Japanese government instructed Toyota to produce a light truck for
Japan's military. The half-ton truck features an upright front grille, flat front wheel arches that
angled down and back like the FJ40, headlights mounted above the wheel arches on either side
of the radiator, and a folding windshield. Unlike the U. Jeep, the AK10 had limited use and
photographs of it in the battlefield are rare. In June , responding to claims of trademark violation
by the Willys Company that produced the original Jeep, then Director of Technology Hanji
Umehara renamed the vehicle "Land Cruiser. However, a lot of lessons learned while
developing the AK10 were applied when developing the BJ. In , the Korean War created demand
for a military light utility vehicle. The war put a Jeep on Japan's doorstep. The United States
government ordered vehicles with the then-new Willys specifications and tasked Toyota to
manufacture them. This came from the demand for military-type utility vehicles, much like the
British Land Rover Series 1 that was developed in The Jeep BJ was larger than the original U.
Jeep and more powerful courtesy of its Type B 3. It had a part-time four-wheel drive system like
the Jeep. However, and unlike the Jeep, the Jeep BJ had no low-range transfer case. In July ,
Toyota's test driver Ichiro Taira drove the next generation of the Jeep BJ prototype up to the
sixth stage of Mount Fuji , the first vehicle to climb that height. Impressed by this feat, the NPA
quickly placed an order for of these offroad vehicles, making the Jeep BJ their official patrol
car. For the first two years, manufacture was exclusively to order and in small volumes. The
next year, the name "Land Cruiser" was coined by the technical director Hanji Umehara. I had to
come up with a name for our car that would not sound less dignified than those of our
competitors. That is why I decided to call it 'Land Cruiser'", he recalls. The models were
renamed:. Note: the new B diesel engine was different from the B petrol engine used in the
original BJ. Production of the Land Cruiser in Venezuela ended in The 70 series is also still
marketed in Australia as 4-door wagon, 2-door 'Troop Carrier', 2-door cab-chassis and 4-door
cab-chassis. The 70 series is also still being marketed in the Middle East as a 2-door and 4-door
version as an SUV, and a 2-door and 4-door version as a pickup, and it is very popular there
along with the regular Land Cruiser. The Land Cruiser 55 was produced from to Toyota refers to
the FJ55G and FJ55V as the first "real" station wagon in the Land Cruiser series, thus marking
the beginning of the station wagon bodystyle. It was the first Land Cruiser to have fully
enclosed box frame members. Of all the Land Cruiser wagons sold in the U. The Land Cruiser
60 series was produced from through , for most markets but the Cumana Plant in Venezuela
continued production until for their local market. It is a front engine, four-door wagon which can
seat five to eight [ citation needed ] people. Like all of the Land Cruiser generations, it is well
known in the off-road world for its off-road abilities. It had swing-out back doors, which were
replaced by a tailgate and hatch in The J80 was initially offered in two versions in these
countries: the fully loaded VX and an entry level model that included a vinyl interior with
optional air conditioning. In , the entry model was upgraded to a medium equipped model
named Autana, including cloth upholstery, standard air conditioning and power driver seat. The
name is a reference to the Tepui mesa Autana , a spectacular plateau and cave system along the
Guiana Shield craton. Land Cruiser sales reached 2 million vehicles. R means Right hand drive
version, excluding Japanese domestic market. In January , the series Land Cruiser was
introduced to replace the 8-year-old 80 series. Development began in under code name T, with
the final design being frozen in mid There are two distinct versions of the series, the and the
The two versions look very similar, but there are significant differences under the bodywork.
Despite these differences and official model names, both the and are collectively known as the
series. The carried over the majority of its chassis and powertrain from the series with coil
suspended solid axles front and rear, and straight-6 petrol and diesel engines. This system uses
the headlight projectors emitting near infrared light aimed like the car's highbeam headlights
and a CCD camera then captures that reflected radiation, this signal is then processed by a
computer which produces a black-and-white image which is projected on the lower section of
the windshield. The models were fitted with a slightly wider chassis, [37] independent front
suspension IFS and two new engines. The change to IFS was a first for a Land Cruiser, and was
made in combination with rack-and-pinion steering to improve on-road handling. However it

also limited the vehicle's off-road capability and durability, hence the decision to offer the solid
axle models alongside the IFS models in some markets was made. The table below identifies the
range of and models and their worldwide availability. Despite the and bodies being very similar,
there are some exterior visual indications between both models. The most obvious is the front
end of the vehicle often appearing lower than the rear on the models, due to the IFS. The other
indicator is the design of the wheels. The models have almost flat wheel designs, while the
models have dished wheels. This difference allows both versions to retain similar wheel tracks,
despite the having a relatively wider axle track to allow for the IFS system. The introduction of a
V8 engine was also a first for a Land Cruiser, and was specifically intended to improve sales in
the North-American market, where it was the only engine available. Australian 4WD Monthly
magazine stated "We will never forgive Toyota for going independent at the front with the
mighty 4. In , Toyota celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Land Cruiser with commemorative
models offered in several countries. Total global production to date was 3. The series remained
in production until late , with several minor facelifts such as headlights, taillights, front grille,
rear spoiler and specification changes introduced over the years. The series is generally
considered a durable and reliable vehicle, however there have been three known issues
identified, generally for vehicles operating in harsh conditions:. In , a 5-year development plan
on a successor to the series platform commenced under Sadayoshi Koyari and Tetsuya Tada.
By , 10 years after the design selection of its predecessor in , a final production design was
settled on for the J Prototype related tests were conducted for over 2 years between and early
The redesigned Toyota Land Cruiser was introduced in late Known as the Series, it shares the
Lexus LX 's platform and overall design. The frame was new, derived from the
second-generation Tundra [ citation needed ] but shortened and strengthened by 20 percent.
Bigger brake rotors and calipers were added and the front suspension was strengthened. The
underbelly is also protected by skid plates. The roof pillars were redesigned to better protect
occupants in a rollover. The Series encountered some criticism due to its bland body restyling,
with some [ who? The vehicle entered production in September and was available for sale from
September or November, depending on country. It became available in Venezuela for sale in
early November of the same year under the local nickname of "Roraima" taken from Mount
Roraima. The Series, offered numerous features and upgrades over its predecessor not limited
to the cosmetic changes made to the body and interior, including:. Various driver assist
technologies not offered on previous models are included as standard, including:. In Japan, the
Land Cruiser had an update in when it received the 4. In the Middle East, the Land Cruiser series
was introduced in late as a model, for to there was three engine choices:. In North America, the
Land Cruiser series is offered with one trim level and engine, the 5. Beige or black leather
upholstery is standard along with a 14 speaker JBL sound system. For the model year, Toyota
added all previously optional safety and luxury options as standard. The Land Cruiser now gets
pushbutton start, HID headlights with beam level adjustment, a power moonroof, automatic rain
sensing windshield wipers, heated and ventilated perforated leather front and only heated rear
seats, a rear-seat DVD entertainment system, bluetooth, rearview camera with parking sensors,
navigation system, HD radio and Entune. In August , Toyota launched an updated, face-lifted
version of the J Land Cruiser in Japan, which was later sold globally. This version first
appeared in the United States in for the model year. The new version has several mechanical
changes, including a new 8-speed electronically controlled automatic transmission ECT-i mated
to the original 5. Updates to the front fascia, grill, headlamps with daylight running lamps , rear
tail lamps and bumpers were the main exterior highlights of the facelift. Interior changes
included a new multimedia system and interface with larger screens front and back, as well as
refreshed interior styling. The 4. Trim levels were the 4. Toyota will only build vehicles and they
will only be available as a 5-seater sold in the United States. Sales are expected to begin in the
third quarter of for the model year. In August , Toyota Land Cruiser cumulative global sales
surpassed 10 million units. Owing to its durability and reliability, the Land Cruiser, along with
the smaller Toyota Hilux , has become popular among militant groups in war-torn regions. From
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Tacoma is a pickup truck manufactured in Mexico and the U. The first-generation Tacoma,
model years through , was classified as a compact pickup. The second generation, model years
through , and third generation, in production since , are classified as midsized pickups and are
produced in the U. Compared with the Hilux, the Tacoma is engineered with a greater priority on
ride quality, handling, comfort, and safety over ruggedness and payload capacity. The design is
intended to better suit the needs of the US and Canadian pickup truck market, where pickup
trucks, particularly compact and midsized models, are often used as personal vehicles, and less
exclusively for commercial, agricultural, and off-road use. The name was derived from the Coast
Salish peoples ' name for Mt. Rainier in Washington. Development began in , following launch of
the fifth-generation Toyota Pickup in late and concluded in Design work was done at Calty
Design Research in California from to , when Kevin Hunter's exterior design proposal was
chosen in the autumn of and in final form, frozen for production in Patents for the production
design were filed in Japan in April and October 28, , in the United States. The 2. Two-wheel drive
2WD Tacomas non-PreRunner models had five-stud wheel-lug patterns and available with the 2.
Four-wheel drive and PreRunner Tacomas had six-stud wheel-lug patterns and were available
with the 2. All PreRunner and all Double Cab models were only available with an automatic
transmission for the first generation, while the regular cab and Xtracab four-wheel drive was
available with either a manual transmission or automatic transmission. The truck's frame is fully
boxed until immediately after the rear leaf spring mount bracket, where it transitions into a
c-frame section. The 3. The aftermarket TRD supercharged 3. This package added a locking rear
differential and was only available to PreRunner and four-wheel drive models that were
equipped with a V6. In its first few years of production, the Tacoma sold very well, attracting
many young buyers. The first-generation Tacoma underwent a minor headlight upgrade from
recessed to flush headlights in October on 2WD models and a total of two cosmetic facelifts:
the first in July and the second in October The facelifts mainly entailed grilles model year MY
and and tailgate badging and emblems MY Mechanical changes included a switch to
distributorless ignitions coil-on-plug in and in longer rear leaf springs. A passenger-side air bag
was added in July , and the driver's-side air bag standard from launch was "depowered". Most
4x4 models came with Toyota's Automatic Differential Disconnect system after the model year.
The PreRunner model was introduced for the model year. The PreRunner is a 2WD that shares
the same taller suspension and lug pattern as the four-wheel drive. Along with the four-wheel
drive model, it was also available with the TRD Off-Road Package that included a locking rear
differential, also introduced in Designed through by Yusuke Fukushima as part of the MY facelift

patented on September 22, , at Japan Patent Office under was a new crew cab four-door model
added to the lineup in October The crew cab, officially dubbed as the Double Cab model,
featured four doors and Tokico gas shocks, while the extended cabs still opened with two doors
and used Bilstein shocks. Many customers were upset with small crew cab beds, but most
competitors shared this shortcoming. In October , along with the front facelift, Toyota had also
unveiled an S-Runner trim package that included the 3. Only were produced each month from
September to August By , the Tacoma had gained The Tacoma's popularity only increased in
the next few years. By , it was ahead of the Nissan Frontier , and Dodge Dakota , but still 2. In ,
Toyota proactively announced a year, unlimited-mileage corrosion warranty for â€” model years
due to inadequate rustproofing and frame corrosion issues affecting over , Tacomas. Toyota
will either repair the frame or buy back the truck for 1. On November 21, , Toyota recalled about ,
Tacoma midsized pickup trucks from the model years to that were sold primarily in 20
cold-weather U. The recall involves the spare tire and how it could fall off. In , Toyota began
development of the second generation Tacoma under chief engineer Chikuo Kubota. Final
designs were frozen for production in and patents filed on July 3, , with test mules being tested
from early Prototypes were built later in , with development ending in the second quarter of
Launched on October 18, as a model, this new Tacoma was available in eighteen different
configurations, that included three cab configurations, four transmissions, two engines, and
two bed lengths. The three cab configurations consist of regular cab, access cab, and double
cab. The transmissions come in 4-speed automatic, 5-speed automatic, 5-speed manual, and
6-speed manual. The Tacoma's 4. The smaller, but all-new 2. Toyota also introduced an
X-Runner trim, which replaces the slow selling S-Runner trim from the previous generation.
DAC automatically applies braking during downhill descents while HAC prevents the vehicle
from rolling backwards on hills. A rear locking differential , or limited-slip differential were also
some optional features. Every Tacoma was manufactured with a composite inner bed that
includes a deck rail system with four tie down cleats, hook-pins, storage boxes. The model
Tacoma was a bit different from the model. The model made some options standard. Toyota
also added 2 new interior colors for the model year. For safety features were added and the
Tacoma no longer offers a mechanical limited slip differential rather an open differential which
uses individual wheel braking to simulate a mechanical LSD or "Auto-LSD". TRD off-road
models continue to come equipped with a locking rear differential. Auxiliary audio input now
comes standard. Four new exterior colors are also added to the Tacoma. Toyota, needing
additional production volume at its Texas and Mississippi plants, ended Corolla and Tacoma
production at the Fremont plant. The Tacoma will be built alongside the Tundra. This brought a
total of approximately 1, new jobs to San Antonio. The model year refresh featured a restyled
front bumper, headlights, grille, hood, new interior and a shark fin antenna for the SiriusXM
satellite radio. The model year comes with touch screen audio system and removes the shark
fin antenna and SiriusXM radio capability unless the optional Entune package is installed. The
Tacoma comes standard with anti-lock brakes , brake assist , and electronic brakeforce
distribution. For , a rollover sensor was added which would deploy the side curtain airbags in
the event of rollover in Tacomas equipped with the optional side airbags. Front row side torso
airbags and side curtain airbags for both rows also become standard as well as active head
restraints. Given the smaller size of pickup trucks in the Tacoma's category, crash testing for
these sized trucks lags with how well most full size trucks perform. However, in an Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety IIHS test of the Tacoma and other small trucks, only the side airbag
equipped Tacoma received the highest overall rating of "Good" in the side impact test. The
Sport is targeted more towards improved on-road performance, while the Off-Road is more
geared towards the off-road enthusiast. TRD offered a cold-air intake and cat-back exhaust
system through Toyota dealerships. TRD also sold seat covers for these Tacomas, but only fit
the â€”08 models have airbags in the seats, â€”08 do not. The TRD Sport package sells in two
levels. The second level includes the above and adds a towing package oil and transmission
coolers, fan clutch and heavy-duty high output alternator and battery. The â€”08 model years
came with a mechanical limited-slip differential. The â€”15 model years have an open
differential with a brake-assisted "automatic limited slip" rear differential, similar to a VSC
system. The Tech Package [ clarification needed ] has color-matched body parts, aluminum in
wheels, Bilstein shocks, skid plates, and electronic locking rear differential but does not include
the hood scoop from the Sport models. Progressive-rate springs are included, and
smaller-diameter sway bars compared to the Sport package, which gives the Off-Road more
wheel articulation and a smoother ride, but allows for more body roll. Package includes
upgraded lifted suspension with Eibach springs and TRD Bilstein coil-overs in the front and
TRD Bilstein reservoir shocks in the rear with an additional leaf spring. The bead-lock style
wheels are also added wrapped in BF Goodrich All-terrain tires. The iconic BAJA shift knob is

also available for the six-speed manual transmission models. The TRD Pro package was offered
for models. In , an "Ironman" edition was released, named after Ivan "Ironman" Stewart. The
Toyota X-Runner was a limited production sport model. Although it utilizes the standard 4. The
X-Runner is only available in three colors per year, and only five colors total. The X-Runner was
discontinued in the mainland US after the model year. Key differences between the X-Runner
and the other packages include tweaks to the suspension, hood scoop, ground effects kit,
driving lights, sports wheel and tires, and a 3. Toyota added a rear-mounted X-Brace to stiffen
up the rear end hence the name X-Runner. The chassis was further stiffened by adding two
more support braces to the frame. A factory TRD composite spoiler was also an option but
originals are rare. Production numbers are unknown but it is believed roughly 3, X-runners were
made each model year. The truck has a new exterior profile taking styling cues from the model
year 4Runner SUV and the model year Tundra pickup and features a much more aggressive and
masculine look, with a larger grill and new projector beam headlamps. The tailgate and bed
were redesigned and featured a debossed Tacoma logo as well as an infused spoiler. New
character lines were also observed on the truck as well as an air dam in front of the vehicle â€”
these new features will likely assist in added fuel economy. Toyota offers a 2. In addition to this,
Toyota updated the truck's frame by adding more high strength steel in order to increase the
truck's rigidness and to drop weight. The body is also constructed using ultra-high strength
steel that will be integrated using a new hot stamping process that reduces weight. Toyota also
updated the suspensions, rear differentials and rear axle to improve the truck's road manners
while still keeping it off-road capable. The truck is offered in Access Cab and Double Cab
configurations with the long or short bed sizes. The Regular Cab model was not carried over for
the new generation pickup. The interior of the pickup gets a complete overhaul as well. Using a
handlebar theme, Toyota made the interior of the Tacoma more luxurious and added a larger
touchscreen display as well as an all new instrument panel. Soft-touch materials also replaced
the previous generations hard plastics. A leather option was added. For the first time Toyota will
offer dual climate control in the newly refined Tacoma. The steering wheel D-pad controls are no
longer linked to the Entune system for the purposes of browsing and selecting contacts.
Instead, the driver must rely on voice controls, or reaching over to make adjustments to the
Entune system to browse and select the appropriate contact in order to place a phone call.
Furthermore, D-pad controls no longer offer the ability to scroll through lists of songs during
USB or Bluetooth music playback. These limitations were removed for the model year onward.
The TRD Off Road trim models features an all-new terrain select mode which allows the driver to
choose between different types of terrain such as, loose rock, mud, and sand. Toyota also
announced a new CRAWL mode that will allow the driver to steer the truck in tough terrain while
the truck manages braking and acceleration by itself. In addition to this the truck also features a
moon-roof, key-less entry, Qi Wireless phone charging capability, easy lower tailgate, blind spot
monitoring system, backup camera standard and a mounted GoPro holder standard. Black
leather with red accents and stitching is the only available interior option. The Tacoma's
transition to its third generation took place while the segment is growing. In , the San Antonio
plant built , Tacomas and the Baja plant built 71, for a total of , In , the San Antonio plant built ,
and Baja built 82, for a total of , built. Toyota USA announced it intended to increase production
at the Tijuana plant in from about , to , Tacomas. For the model year, the Tacoma received a
facelift. In addition to the exterior facelift, there are plenty of new technologies on the inside.
Total frame ground clearance increases by 1. The package includes off road tires, inch alloy
wheels, TRD dampers , a locking rear differential and the TRD graphics. This package was
introduced in for the Tacoma at the same time as the release of the newly redesigned Tacoma.
This supercharger was co-developed with Magnuson Superchargers. When installed by a
professional dealer, it would not void any warranties on a vehicle. On October 21, , Toyota and
Universal Pictures celebrated the 30th anniversary of the Back to the Future franchise with a
Toyota Tacoma Concept that was inspired by the original Toyota pickup that Toyota created for
Back to the Future. The Tacoma 4WD was recreated using the same features and black color
paint trim, KC HiLite driving lamps modified with LED lighting , modified headlights and
taillights matching the version , the Toyota badging to the truck's tailgate, as well as the same
D-4S fuel injection, and the inspired mudflaps. The only difference between the original and the
concept is the tires: Goodyear was featured in the film, while BF Goodrich is used on the
concept. The concept also did not have a solid front axle like the original Pickup. Toyota notes
that this is a one-off concept as there are no plans to offer it as a package or level trim. From
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the DX models. The standard transmission was a 5-speed manual; a 4-speed automatic was
optional. The 4wd versions featured a 2-speed transfer case with a floor-mounted shift lever and
automatic locking hubs for shift-on-the-fly operation at speeds up to 50 mph. Both 2wd and 4wd
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FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The majority of these vehicles are sold as pickup truck
or cab chassis variants, although they could be configured in a variety of body styles. In North
America, the popular option package, the SR5 Sport Runabout 5-Speed , was colloquially used
as a model name for the truck, even though the option package was also used on other Toyota
models, like the to Corolla. The Hilux started production in March [4] as the RN10 in
short-wheelbase form with a 1. In April , a long-wheelbase version was added to the range. The
short-wheelbase version also continued in production for many more years. In spite of the name
"Hilux", it was a luxury vehicle only when compared to the Stout. The Hilux was engineered and
assembled by Hino Motors to replace the earlier vehicle that the Hilux was derived from, called
the Briska [6] in the niche beneath the larger and older Stout â€” it replaced the Stout fully in
some markets. For the North American market, the only body style was a regular cab short bed
and all were rear-wheel drive. It used a typical truck setup of A-arms and coil springs in front
and a live axle with leaf springs in back. A four-speed manual transmission was standard. In
May , [4] the model year Hilux was introduced, designated the RN The 2. The Hilux was radically
redesigned in to be larger and with increased standard equipment. In North America, the new
version also meant the introduction of the considerably larger 2. A five-speed manual
transmission became optional. In North America, the Hilux name was fully phased out in favour
of "Truck" by that year, having been dropped from brochures and advertising campaigns,
starting in Some North American motor-coach manufacturers began building Toyota
motor-homes from the Hilux. The redesigned Hilux was introduced in August , [4] with a 4WD
variant introduced in January Another change was the front suspension was changed from coil
springs to a torsion bar design, still with a double wishbone layout. Production of the
four-wheel drive models stopped in July , but some 2WD variations continued production in

parallel with the next generation models. The Australian market originally received the 1. In
North American markets, the Hilux known as the pickup saw the use of four-wheel drive. It had a
solid front axle and leaf suspension. The body saw a redesign that included single round
headlights and a less complex body. This transfer case is unique in that its low-range reduction
portion can be replicated, using what some refer to as a dual or triple transfer case. This results
in a much lower overall gear ratio. In , a vehicle development agreement was established
between Toyota, Winnebago Industries and two other aftermarket customisers. The vehicles
which resulted from this collaboration were the Trekker Winnebago , Wolverine, and the
Trailblazer Griffith. The August redesign sold as model year vehicles in North America
introduced the Xtracab extended cab option, with six inches of space behind the seat for in-cab
storage. These models carried over the carbureted 22R engine while model year also saw the
introduction of the fuel injected 22R-E engine. Two diesel engines were also offered, the 2L and
the turbocharged 2L-T. The engines were discontinued in the U. The next year saw the
introduction of a turbocharged option, the 22R-TE , perhaps due to increasing competition from
Nissan who already offered a V6 truck at this time. The solid front axle would remain in the 5th
generation 4x4 LN model until Solid front axles had been present in all 4x4 Toyota models until
In late for the model year, the truck went through a minor interior and exterior redesign, that
included a new grille, a new 1 piece front bumper, an updated interior with full high door panels
with faux leather stitching on the base and DLX models, the gauge cluster surround was more
rounded and featured faux leather stitching on it, the dash pad featured a shorter tray than
earlier models, the steering wheels were changed from black to gray, red, brown, or blue
depending on the interior color, the radio bezel was also color matched to the rest of the
interior, the SR-5 tach gauge clusters had the pattern on the face changed from a grid pattern to
horizontal lines, the outside door mirrors were also changed to have a more stream lined
appearance, the faceplate for the heater controls was also redesigned. A V6 engine was
introduced in The Hilux-based 4Runner which made its entry in Australia, North America and
the United Kingdom was based on this generation of the Hilux; in some other markets, such as
Japan, it was called the Hilux Surf. Toyota introduced a new generation of the Hilux in most
markets in late but the fourth generation remained in production until in South Africa. The
company quoted that this was due to South African "content laws" which made it cheaper to
continue the production of the fourth generation of the Hilux, rather than to retool the plant for
the fifth generation model. Its one-piece cargo-box walls eliminated the rust-prone seams that
were found in earlier models. The Xtra Cabs now featured more room behind the front seats
than the last generation which allowed optional jump-seats for rear passengers, a feature more
in line with competitors of the time. The Hilux received a minor facelift in for the model year ,
which was a grille change incorporating the new Toyota emblem that had been recently
adopted. It was during this generation that Toyota discontinued the Hilux in the United States,
replacing it with the new Tacoma for the model year. Volkswagen built and marketed the Hilux
under the Volkswagen Taro name from February to March A wide range of models were
available excluding the Crew Cab model available internationally , mixing four- and six-cylinder
engines, long and short beds, regular and Xtracabs, manual and automatic transmissions, and
two- or four-wheel drive. However, some trucks sold in the United States during the through
model years were still manufactured in Japan as not all versions were built in California. While
the fifth generation Hilux continued to be sold elsewhere in the world until , in North America it
was replaced by the new Tacoma after an abbreviated model year. The Hilux received a minor
design update for the model year and the addition of a few more engine options. The Hilux was
then facelifted in for the model year. In , Toyota ceased production of the Hilux truck for the
Japanese market. This was the last generation of the Hilux to be built in Japan. For sales in
Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay, Peru, it was imported from Japan from through petrol engined 2. This
model was not sold in Argentina or Brazil because the fifth-generation Hilux had received a
redesign and upgrade. Options for South American markets included:. Toyota shifted
production from the Hilux Mighty-X fifth generation to the Hilux Tiger sixth generation in the late
s and made it the global export hub. The Thailand-made Hilux Tiger went through the following
versions:. Toyota introduced a mid-size SUV variant of the Hilux in The variant called the Sport
Rider was sold only in Thailand. Based on the Hilux, both in style and underpinnings, it is
similar in concept to the Toyota 4Runner â€”however, the Sport Rider is not a rebadged
4Runner. The Sport Rider's frame and suspension system are derived from the Hilux, including
the Hilux's independent front suspension and leaf-sprung rear suspension. The vehicles were
distributed by Toyota Tsusho Thailand, the importer of Toyota forklifts. Toyota discontinued the
Sport Rider in and replaced it with the Toyota Fortuner in The Hilux increased in size and began
to be classified as a mid-size pickup truck. Hilux models sold in Asian, European, Middle
Eastern and Oceanian markets were initially built and assembled in Thailand. Later, production

was delegated to Malaysia and Southeast Asia in order to increase sales in those regions. The
double cab model has an automatic transmission. In Singapore, the Hilux was available as a
single cab with the 2. Notable fleet customers include private taxi operators, for whom the
double cab model offers additional load space versatility, the Singapore Police Force , Pakistan
Police Force , Syrian Police Force and the Royal Bhutan Police Force ; all of which employ the
Hilux as a patrol vehicle. This generation of the Hilux was introduced for Argentina on 2 March
in Buenos Aires with a market launch in April. Because of a modified rear suspension, the truck
is registered in Finland as a light truck. The OX was only available with a 3. Toyota has
introduced a left hand drive Hilux Vigo in August while a right hand drive facelifted model was
introduced in September These facelifted models were introduced in the Philippines in October
Toyota also introduced a four-door rear access system called "Smart Cab" to replace all Xtra
Cab models in E and G grade. The Smart Cab models were developed in Thailand and were only
sold in the Thai market. The Hilux Vigo "Champ" was introduced in Thailand in August as a
significant "minor change" with a new front design and a revamped interior to reinforce
perceived luxury. The front was redesigned from the A pillar forwards. With the exception of the
doors, roof and tailgate, everything else was new: new guards, new headlights, new bumper,
new bonnet, new three-bar grille, new taillights, a new rear bumper and new badges. There were
also new mirrors and new alloy wheel designs. The interior features a new upper dashboard
design with a new horizontal center instrument cluster. Perceived quality was improved through
the adoption of uniformly darker finishes with greater color consistency throughout the interior.
This minor update upgraded the emission standard to Euro 4, updated the four-speed automatic
transmission to five-speed, upgraded power rating of the 3. Other changes included a more
efficient fuel injection system and the addition of a center headrest on the rear double cab seat.
The eighth generation of the Toyota Hilux was officially introduced simultaneously on 21 May in
Bangkok, Thailand and Sydney, Australia. However, the pickup truck was available for sale in
the showrooms from October, 5 months after its official introduction. This design continues into
the interior with similar AC vents and center fascia design. This generation has Toyota's first
autonomous emergency braking AEB. The modified suspension means that the truck is
registered as a light truck in Finland, leading to lower taxes. The Hilux was re-introduced in
Japan on 12 September , after 13 years of hiatus. As a mid-size pickup truck, the Hilux exceeds
the Japanese governing regulations for the vehicle size dimensions, thus Japanese buyers are
liable to higher taxes compared to passenger cars. Nevertheless, the initial orders for the
vehicle exceeded 2, in the first month of sales. It features an updated front grille styling similar
to the North American market Tacoma and an updated front bumper with LED fog lights. A new
variant was introduced in the Thai market called the "Hilux Revo Rocco". The Rocco has a grey
rear bumper bar, inch alloy wheels with all-terrain tyres, a black sports bar with bed liner, Rocco
insignia, gloss black grille, black metallic trim on the interior along with a redesigned
instrument cluster. The engine and safety features for the Rocco remain unchanged. The
facelifted model was introduced in Malaysia as Hilux L-Edition in In the Philippines, the facelift
model was introduced in February This facelift model is only available for the new
top-of-the-line 'Conquest' variant. The second facelift model received revised front and rear
fascias with LED headlamps and tail-lamps, and redesigned inch alloy wheels. The power and
torque figures for 2. The Hilux has often been described as having a high level of durability and
reliability during sustained heavy use or even abuse. In the later series 8 , episode 3, a Hilux
was chosen by Jeremy Clarkson as his platform for creating an amphibious vehicle though by
the end of that episode the Hilux failed to start , and in the Top Gear: Polar Special Clarkson and
James May raced a specially modified model Hilux to the magnetic north pole from Northern
Canada â€” making the truck the first motor vehicle to make it to the magnetic north pole.
Despite being discontinued in Japan prior to , the Hilux has been popularly grey-imported
throughout private importers. This fact, along with the existing Hilux users' requests, propelled
Toyota to revive the Hilux in Japan after it had been discontinued 13 years earlier. Driver Giniel
de Villiers achieved third place in the , second place overall in the , 4th in the , and again second
place in the These however, were heavily modified non-production versions built around a
custom racing-only tubular chassis and using a larger capacity Toyota V8 engine. Giniel
achieved third place with it in , 5th in , 3rd in and 9th in Due to its durability and reliability, the
Toyota Hilux, along with the larger Toyota Land Cruiser , has become popular among militant
groups in war-torn regions as a technical. It's ubiquitous to insurgent warfare. The s Toyota War
between Libya and Chad was so named because of the heavy, very successful use of Hilux
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